High Performing Affordable Dedicated Servers for
Web Hosting Solutions
All datacenters in Europe are equipped with the best security and monitoring technologies. The
dedicated server in Europe will surely provide you best hosting services. All advanced server
hardware is easily available for leasing in the European datacenters. The continent is really a
thriving market for dedicated servers based web hosting solutions.
Web Hosting Solutions by offshore servers:






Offshore Shared Hosting is the most economical and common choice in offshore
hosting. This allows multiple users to take advantage of shared resources of a server to
publish in their website.
Offshore VPS Hosting is a combo package of shared hosting and an offshore dedicated
server. By this a single physical server is split into multiple virtual servers to offer
guaranteed RAM and CPU.
Offshore Dedicated Server Hosting is perfect option for companies to attract thousands
of users or to run mission critical applications. It offers dedicated resources unlike
shared or VPS option. With dedicated hosting the customer has full control over server.

Get a total control on your server by managed servers:






The managed dedicated servers have most recent fast hardware. The high end servers
give total guarantee on quality hardware and total security to keep your privacy.
You will get total customer control with Anti DDoS Protection.
The servers have fast Support and multi method of support.
You will get full support all the time. You will get answers in minutes.
The managed hosting solutions will solve all your problems and remover your worries.

Solutions provided by managed servers:




Remote Reboots will provide access to reboot your server remotely. So in order to
restart your server, you never have to send an email to support. With just a simple click,
you can reboot your server.
You get traffic graphics to provide your website real bandwidth traffic graphs. You can
see in real time, the graphs usage of your servers. You can see all traffic consumed
during the billing period.





The auto reinstallation offers you the ability of server reinstalls. The wide selection of
operating systems makes it happen. All you need to do is to select the desired operating
system. The system will reinstall the server with a fresh operating system.
The rescue solutions offered by these servers help to administrate or repair your system
and data after a crash. It provides an easy way to carry out several admin tasks on your
server.

